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Exploring the Effective Employment of the Arts to Communicate Climate Issues and Inspire Meaningful Action

I came to IMéRA and OT-MED to have the time and space to explore how to use the arts to inspire climate 
action.  My initial goals were to take a step back from the program and action-based work we do daily at the 
Human Impacts Institute and to research and inform our action by learning from other social and environmental 
movements, as well as communications expertise.  Although I began my stay here by having numerous meetings 
with experts from around the world on communications, climate, and decision-making to build a literature review 
and potential resources for research, I found the diversity and wealth of local expertise and action on climate to be 
too great to ignore.  Instead of spending my time conducting research, I framed my experience at IMéRA and OT-
MED in experimental action and partnership building. The decision to take advantage of potential partnerships and 
collaborations while I was here was ultimately the best decision I could have made.  

This opportunity allowed me to not only build great collaborations, but to also develop and test numerous ideas 
for climate communications and action.  I was able to learn from experts in water, migration, risk, communications, 
policy, science, and many more disciplines, while sharing and critiquing facilitation and communications tools 
we have implemented in other communities.  This experience not only enabled me to get strong feedback from a 
very diverse and educated audience concerning the efficacy and cultural adaptability of these tools, but also gave 
me a platform for encouraging more interdisciplinary collaboration.  Being based in France during the year of the 
COP21 climate conference also gave me a unique vantage-point to exchange ideas and develop further projects 
for implementing the policy outcomes of the negotiations.  Due to the Fellowship, I now have follow-up projects 
pending in Marseille, NYC, Paris and Marrakech for this year, and have also spoken with numerous people about 
continuing my work (and expanding the research component) through a PhD dissertation.  Overall, the Fellowship 
was an outstanding experience, which I hope to have the opportunity to repeat, as well as continue to develop the 
partnerships begun here in the region.  Below, is an in-depth analysis of my work during the 10-month stay, as well 
as a proposal for continuing partnership with IMéRA on communications in 2016. 

Communications 
Preliminary Goals: Determine body of 
work and trends in communication of 
climate science, policy, and solutions & 
Pool “successful” examples of using 
“creative” tools for use in future 
campaigns.
Outcome:  Developed and led multiple 
workshops on communications, climate, 
and the arts, synthesizing current 
research on decision-making and 
“sticky” communications. Sampled 
diverse communication campaigns 
(online and in-person for COP21).  
Had numerous conversations with 
international experts for literature review 
and resources/potential partnership.   

Innovative Partnerships
Preliminary Goal: Assemble key 
practitioners internationally to instigate 
further interdisciplinary collaboration.
Outcome: In-depth partnership with over 
40 key stakeholders in the region 
working on climate change, including 
artists, academics, practitioners, 
policymakers, and activists.  Encouraged 
numerous points for interdisciplinary and 
creative exchanges, including interviews/
radio broadcasts and podcasts, as well 
as salon-style facilitation of cross-
discipline conversations.  Also, grew
international work in NYC, Paris and 
Berlin. 

Climate Action
Preliminary Goal: Produce tools for 
coupling effective climate action items to 
creative climate communication. 

Outcome:  Developed three, interactive 
climate exhibits (NYC, Marseille, and 
Berlin) including the stories, expertise, 
and action concerning climate change 
and other local issues (including 
podcasts, original paintings, and large-
scale posters)--included conducting over 
30 interviews.  Created numerous photo 
series for communicating climate change 
action over COP21 and connecting local 
and global solutions.  



Human Impact Stories
Human Impact Stories is a new, inspiring program from the NYC-based NGO, the Human Impacts Institute, which 

highlights the personal stories of climate action in creative, diverse, and public ways.  Launched in 2015 in the 
cities of NYC, Marseille, and Berlin, we have partnered with ministries, universities, federal governments, artists, 

and diverse climate actors from around the world to showcase people and places that are successfully addressing 
climate change. Through interactive exhibits that include large-scale, durable posters, podcasts, and original 

artwork, we use storytelling and art to discuss and inspire others to take action. 
Through the sharing of local lives and solutions, Human Impact Stories makes climate change personal. By 

connecting a diverse group of policy, education, arts, and storytelling experts, we develop series that connect the 
listener to climate change solutions in their community and beyond. From researchers coming up with clean energy 

technology to activists building movements, we share their stories, impacts, and actions with interviews, locally-
relevant facts, and pathways to implementing diverse, climate solutions. Learn more at: HumanImpactStories.org

 
“[Climate] touches everything we do in our lives. It touches how we make our money, how we 

get food on our table … Everybody has something to offer in terms of addressing it.” 
Courtney St. John, Center for Research on Environmental Decisions, Columbia University

Climate sHeroes 
Location: French Consulate, NYC
Date: June 17, 2015
Key Partners:  Permanent Mission of 
Germany UN, Permanent Mission of France 
to UN, E.U. Delegation to the UN, German 
Consulate in NYC, French Consulate in NYC 
Language: English
Estimated Reach: 400 (1-day event)
Participants: 19 amazing women leading 
the way in their community to combat global 
climate change.  From artists to students to 
scientists, these women are addressing the 
root causes of climate change and inspiring 
others to take a stand along the way. 
Examples include: a NASA/IPCC scientist, 
communications expert at Columbia 
University, and Producer of StarTalk Radio.  

Climate Connections
Location: 5 historical sites, Marseille, France
Date(s): 10Oct-12Nov,2015 & 28Jan-29Feb, 2016
Key Partners:  OT-Med (Objectif Terre Bassin 
Méditerranéen), IMéRA - Institut d’études 
avancées, University of Aix-Marseille, City of 
Marseille, Radio Grenouille
Languages: French, English
Estimated Reach: 50,000 (two-month exhibit)
Participants: 14 extraordinary people who 
are making the link between climate change 
and the things we think about every day. 
Examples include: representative of UNEP’s 
Plan Blue, the head of sustainability for the 
regional PACA government, the Director of 
the World Bank’s Centre for Mediterranean 
Integration, and Professors of Psychology, 
Law, & Geography at the Univ. Aix-Marseille. 

Bridging the Divide
Location: Kalkscheune, Berlin, Germany
Date: 5 November, 2015
Key Partners:  German Federal Ministry for 
the Environment, Nature Conservation, 
Building and Nuclear Safety
Languages: German, English
Estimated Reach: 100 (1-day event)
Participants: 14 inspiring individuals who are 
world’s apart on the map (US and German 
cities), but are neighbours in action on how 
they take on climate change. Examples 
include: the “father of environmental justice” 
from Houston, Texas, the Secretary General 
of the Mercator Institute in Berlin, Germany, 
and a Pastor helping interfaith communities in 
the southern US to take climate action. 



“Jeffersonian Dinners” 
Climate Conversations

Objective of “Climate Conversations”
The objective of the Climate Conversations series is to exchange professional and 
personal experiences over dinner.  The evening is an occasion to share a thought-
provoking conversation around a meal, and to explore together ways to inspire 
more people to take action on climate change--with a bit of reflection and a lot of 
creativity. 
 
Format of Jeffersonian Dinners
In the style of dinners organized by Thomas Jefferson, the goal of these gatherings 
is to bring together people from diverse experience-bases (arts, theology, politics, 
communication, science, etc) to have a conversation around a common interest 
or topic.  The dinners are a unique conversation to learn, rethink, and expand our 
experiences and biases in the face of complex issues, such as climate change.  
 
The Dinners
Before the dinners, we would start with a small “speed dating” type of exchange for 
participants to have a sense of who is present and what intellectual resources are 
in the room, while also allowing each other to meet in an informal, friendly setting.  
The “Jefferson Dinner” starts with a personal question that sets the greater context 
for the evening. The discussion which follows is a group conversation, where only 
one person speaks at a time around the communal table, and explores individual 
engagement, improving communication, and creating links between science, politics, 
the arts, and climate solutions.  

Dinner 1: Inspiration 
Location: l’Entre Pots, Marseille, France
Date: 3 June, 2015
Participants:  13 people, half of whom work 
on climate change (climatologists, 
psychologist, communications expert) and 
half who work in arts and communications.   
Topic: How do we inspire climate action?
Overview: We started with exploring the 
question of “describe a time when you felt the 
most inspired” and then explored 
applying these personal experiences to 
climate change.  We also explored how to 
express that everyone can act on climate and 
on how to “recreate experiences of 
inspiration”. The ideas of both extending 
Human Impact Stories to Marseille and the 
P.O.C. Festival collaboration were additional 
results of the evening.  

Dinner 2:  Art as Activism
Location: Exit, Berlin, Germany
Date: 27 June, 2015
Participants:  Seven performance, visual, 
and sound artists from the U.S., Germany, 
and Italy
Topic: Art as activism
Overview: This gathering of visual and 
performance artists was an exploration of 
how the arts can be used to inspire people to 
care about climate change and to connect to 
climate solutions.  We discussed the role of 
the arts in culture and in reaching a broader 
audience.  We explored the differences 
between art and propaganda, as well as 
specific ways different art forms can be used 
to engage people more deeply in complex 
issues.  Three artists were selected as live
performers for Human Impacts Berlin.  

Dinner 3:  Action
Location: l’Entre Pots, Marseille, France
Date: 15 December, 2015
Participants:  Seven people including two 
performance artists from Berlin, a writer, pal-
aeoclimatologist, environmental economics 
expert, and scientific coordinator.   
Topic: What climate actions do we want?
Overview: We began this dinner with a live 
performance connecting climate change to 
migration.  The conversation then led to 
personal stories of: When have you really 
felt that you made a difference? From these 
answers, we looked at how this feeling of 
“making an impact” can be a strong driving 
force in keeping people engaged in action, 
as well as how to find ways to translate our 
personal stories of impact into methodologies 
for climate communications.  



Workshops, Talks and Trainings

Inspiring Climate Action 
Location: IMéRA, Marseille, France
Date: 3 April, 2015
Attendees: 40 students, professors, 
Fellows, and general public
Overview: This presentation was an overview 
of the work done on creative communications 
and climate change at the Human Impacts 
Institute.  It also gave a summary of some 
of my goals for the residency at IMéRA and 
OT-MED. 

See “Inspiring Climate Action” presentation>> 

Climate Communication 
Location: IMéRA, Marseille, France
Date: 17 September, 2015 
Attendees: 15 local climate specialists 
ranging from professors to government 
representatives, specializing in resources 
management, economics, psychology, law
Overview: This was a half-day climate 
communications workshop for local climate 
specialists to investigate tools for improving 
the communication of their work to diverse 
audiences. See “Climate Communication” 
workshop presentation>>

Human Impacts Berlin 
Location: Kalkscheune, Berlin, Germany 
Date: 5 November, 2015
Attendees: 80 in-person, 20 online: 
including a mix of government officials, 
academics, artists, associations, scientists
Overview: This was the final instalment of 
the Human Impacts Salon series, where HII 
travelled to 8 cities across the U.S. sharing 
resources on climate action. This live, three-
hour event was a multimedia exchange of 
U.S. and German expertise on climate action.  
Watch “Human Impacts Berlin”>>  

The Business of Climate
Location: Kedge Business School, University 
of Aix-Marseille, Marseille, France 
Date:  24 November, 2015
Attendees: 20 students and professors
Overview: This panel conversation looked 
at the potential role of the private sector in 
addressing climate change.  Fellow panellists 
included a representative from the regional 
PACA government, a scientific coordinator, 
and a scientific expert.  Personally, I spoke 
about some of the innovative new structures 
for socially-driven companies, as well as 
the amount of economic power the private 
sector has in driving trends, technology, and 
innovation.  

How Can we Build a New, 
Shared Meaning?
Location: COP21, Place to B, Paris, France 
Date: 8 December, 2015
Attendees: 300 (50 in-person, 250 online 
Overview: For this live television show I 
discussed creative communications and
COP21.  I shared examples of our work at HII 
and focused on the importance of new forms 
of collaboration, as well as conversations that 
move beyond discussing the “problems” and 
engage people in new ways to “solutions”.  

Perspectives on COP21 
Location: IMéRA, Marseille, France
Date: 15 December, 2015
Attendees: 40 professors, students, political 
appointees, and general public

Overview: For this panel discussion, I 
presented on COP21 and the roles of civil 
society in the process.  This included 
numerous access points for 
non-governmental actors to both influence 
the policy process, as well as to address 
climate change from “outside” of the system.  
“Civil Society and COP21” presentation>> 

Making the Invisible Visible
Location: EHESS, La Vieille Charité, 
Marseille, France
Date: 18 January, 2016
Attendees: 25 students, professors, local and 
regional government, local associations
Overview: This talk focused on the research 
and projects I did throughout my residency. 
“Making the Invisible Visible” presentation>> 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1LoXCzUgiE3zTz29gzEfDLvin66xWlbCjeXzBCoETKT4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/178B5YciWUOp5KbLJpGlu0rtcN_cTki_iILphBXfLZx8/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6DN0tRoGVo
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NY0w_gzBtpPP2mvHJjW2Noqti-dz6wvHUxKmiljAJiE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GsvL9T8Rk8hxJBmp76STUEtIVv6Kvte8fgO84N4Fb3I/edit?usp=sharing


Artwork and Artistic Activities 

What’s Your Emotional Response to Climate? 
Locations: Portes Ouverts Consolat/Kedge Business School/COP21
Dates: 10 October, 24 November, and 29 November-12 December, 2015  
Participants: 50 general public participants (all ages)
Overview: This photos series (for social media and print) asked passers-by 
at numerous events and locations in Marseille and Paris, France, to “make 
the face that expresses their emotional response to climate”.  The powerful 
images not only helped others to think about how they “feel” about climate 
change, but the process also helped to spark many interesting, and in-depth, 
conversations about climate change with people from all ages and 
backgrounds.  The resulting 50 photos can now be used for social media 
outreach, exhibits, or other purposes,  and I plan to continue the series in 
NYC and other cities.  

Human Impacts Marseille Paintings
Location: Marseille, France
Date: October-November 2015
Overview: Both myself and a local artist, Marina Gavaldão, developed five 
large-scale, original paintings for the Human Impact Stories Marseille 
exhibit.  Each of these paintings served as an artistic interpretation of the 
series of posters about local work being done on climate change.  Each 
painting also makes a visual connection between climate change and other 
pressing topics, including migration, education, governance, water, and other 
topics. These paintings are both weatherproof for outdoor exhibiting and were 
done with spray paint to  reflect the strong culture of graffiti art in the City.   

COP21 in Images
Location: COP21, Paris, France

Dates: 29 November-12 December, 2015

Overview: Throughout the two weeks of COP21 I visually documented the 
actions of civil society through a 100-image photo series.  This included work 
being done at the formal negotiations at “Le Bourget”, activism in the streets, 
meetings and workshops, as well as after-hours conversations between 
activists, policy makers, and other stakeholders in the process.  



Partnerships Before and During Fellowship
Upon starting the fellowship, I had no pre-existing contacts in Marseille, however, we had worked 
with many international partners who I continued to work with throughout my fellowship, including 
the German Ministry of Environment, German Consulate in NYC, Permanent Mission of Germany to 
the UN, French Consulate in NYC, Permanent Mission of France to the UN, and the EU Commission. 
I also worked with over 40 individual partners here in Marseille, as well as Berlin and Paris during my 
fellowship (please see HumanImpactStories.org for partners in this project).  These included par-
ticipants in the “Climate Conversations”, the “Human Impact Stories Marseille” project, workshop 
co-presenters, as well as many others who were partners on less-involved levels.  Key institutional 
partners included: IMéRA and OT-MED, Institut Pythéas, the City of Marseille, Radio Grenouille, 
Radio Campus Paris, Good Cop Bad Cop (radio COP21), Gallery Andiamo, P.O.C. Festival, the Cen-
tre for Mediterranean Integration, Plan Bleue (UNEP), AIR PACA, Ministère de l’Éducation 
Nationale, de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche Délégation Régionale à la Recherche et à 
la Technologie PACA, Fête de la Science, le Train de Climat, COP21 secretariat, and many others. 

  Select Press Coverage (2015 only) 
Radio/Podcasts

Interview with Tara DePorte, Radio Campus France/Good COP, Bad COP21, December, 2015.  
 Link: https://soundcloud.com/radiocampus/gcbc21-interview-tara-deporte 
Art COP21: Artist Tara DePorte and Her Work with Environmental Scientists [ENG], Creative Disturbance, August 18, 2015
 Link: http://creativedisturbance.org/podcast/art-and-cop-21-artist-tara-deporte-and-her-work-with-environmental-scientists-eng/
Artist Tara DePorte discusses how Environmental Artists can Inspire Specific Actions [ENG], Creative Disturbance, August 18, 2015. 
 Link: http://creativedisturbance.org/podcast/artist-tara-deporte-discusses-how-environmental-artists-can-inspire-specific-actions-eng/
Human Impact Stories Marseille (full-length series broadcast), Radio Grenouille, November 23rd-December 4th, 2015.
Human Impact Stories Marseille and NYC (full-length series broadcast), Good Cop, Bad Cop21, November 18th-December 12th, 2015.
Human Impact Stories Marseille and NYC (full-length series reposted), Creative Disturbance.

Video/Television
Fight the System, from Outside & Within, Occupy.com/Act Out!, December 14, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.occupy.com/article/act-out-paris-3-fight-system-outside-within?qt-article_tabs=0
How Can we Create a Shared Meaning?, Place to B, December 8, 2015. (No video available).
Interview with Tara DePorte - The Human Impacts Institute, COP21 Hub Culture Paris, December 4, 2015. 
 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BT_D_ClwSX0
Human Impacts Berlin, U.S. Embassy in Berlin, November, 2015. 
 Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpBkIEPuYgo

Written Media
DePorte, Tara, A Little Inspiration Can Go A Long Way, Brooklyn Rail, November 5, 2015.  
 Link: http://www.brooklynrail.org/2015/11/criticspage/a-little-inspiration-can-go-a-long-way
DePorte, Tara, When Conversation Inspires Action, Invoking the Pause, 2015. 
 Link: http://invokingthepause.org/humanimpactsinstitute.html?bpid=5584 
Exposition “Human Impact Stories, Marseille : Connexions Climatiques” au Palais Longchamp, DestiMED, October 9, 2015. 
 Link: http://destimed.fr/Exposition-Human-Impact-Stories-Marseille-Connexions-Climatiques-au-Palais

Select Blogs (all originally posted at HumanImpactsInstitute.org)
Golze-Desmond, Lena. Celebrating our Climate sHeros, June 29, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Celebrating-our-Climate-sHeros/c23t0/558c7cd00cf2ef0f928caa7e
DePorte, Tara. When a Conversation Inspires Action, August 1, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!When-a-Conversation-Inspires-Action/c23t0/55bcef600cf285bbf3026135 
DePorte, Tara.  Human Impacts Stories Marseille, September 2, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Human-Impact-Stories-Marseille-Climate-Connections/c23t0/55e6e5ec0cf29a3653bed3f1 
DePorte, Tara, Climate Connections in Marseille, October 21, 2015.  
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Climate-Connections-in-Marseille/c23t0/5627ae830cf25a21acbeb0a5
DePorte, Tara. The Art of Climate Action: A Push for Public Participation on the Road to Paris, October 21, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!The-Art-of-Climate-Action-A-Push-for-Public-Participation-on-the-Road-to-Paris/c23t0/5627b4750cf28eac6f341f61
DePorte, Tara. Teaching Creative Climate in Marseille, October 21, 2015.  
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Teaching-Creative-Climate-in-Marseille/c23t0/5627b15b0cf2a9c7a2b8b632
DePorte, Tara. When a Conversation Inspires Action Part 2, October 21, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!When-a-Conversation-Inspires-Action-2/c23t0/5627aac50cf20da412a3e4a0
Golze-Desmond, Lena. Crossing the Transatlantic Climate Bridge, November 13, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Crossing-the-Transatlantic-Climate-Bridge/c23t0/56450efe0cf2f51f32385fd8
DePorte, Tara. Climate Action from NYC to Marseille, November 23, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Human-Impact-Stories-at-COP21-Climate-action-from-NYC-to-Marseille/c23t0/565303970cf29bcc7d6c22b4
DePorte, Tara. Human Impacts Makes Climate Personal, November 23, 2015. 
 Link: http://www.humanimpactsinstitute.org/#!Human-Impacts-Makes-Climate-Personal-on-the-Radio-888FM-Marseille-France/c23t0/565323610cf29bcc7d6c551e


